Preface
Dear reader,
this booklet is a short illustration of our work
during the school year.
For us to keep as a memory of our English studies
and for everyone around to enjoy :-)
Hanka Jelínková, Jakub Jelínek & the RbH students

The works from the 2nd year to FCEs includes some of their
Cambridge ESOL Exam practice.
Černošice, Sepember 2013 – June 2014

Prep

GARDEN
by Viky Günsberger

In my garden there are trees.
he trees are white and brown.
here are lowers – they are red, blue
and orange. here is a hammock.
My garden is deserted.
here are no people.
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School
by Viky Günsberger
In my school there are 38 classrooms, a gym, a computer room, a canteen, some toilets, the teachers’
room, a school hall and an oice.
In my classroom there are pictures of bulldogs, there
are also windows. In the canteen there are tables
and chairs.

In our playground there is one cableway, a slide,
a see-saw, there are trees. In the computer room
there are computers, in ICT we play computer
games. In PE we play dodgeball.
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MONSTER
by Vojta Wolf
Stormon is a zombie. One day he went to town. In the town he
had a small snack from human brains. In your house he’s sleeping
in your bed. Go and look!!!!!
his is STORMON!!

My School!
by Vojta Wolf
My school is big and boring. It’s got three buildings and good
WI-FI. I don’t like school. At school we play the Bang! and mobile
games.
We’ve got many school subjects. For example on Mondays we’ve
got Maths, English, Czech, Reading and Science.
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Our Pets
by Vojta Cvrček

In our house we have three pets: Two cats and a rabbit. One cat
is called Tomínek and the other one is called Seika. The rabbit
is called Mr. Fredrikson. And we have six chickens: two are white,
two grey and two brown. I like them all.

The most favourite food
by Vojta Cvrček

My favourite food is roast chicken with mashed potatoes and fruit
juice. For breakfast I like bread roll with honey and fruit tea.
My mom likes fruit, vegetables and chicken steaks. My dad likes
black tea, hamburgers and he likes big steaks. I don’t like broccoli,
onions or mushrooms.
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My monster
My monster is blue, orange and yellow.
His name is Fantomas.
He has ive eyes, one tail and two feet.
He likes stones and clay.
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My monster friend
by Matěj Vaněk

My monster friend is a cyclops.
His name is Harry Potter.
He has one eye and six horns.
He is very aggressive!!!!!!!!!!!
He likes meat and vegetables.
He lives in the street
“At the Vegetables”.
He lives in Černošice.
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MY MONSTER
by Adam Janek

My friend is tall and he’s dangerous. When you meet him, the best
is to run away!!!!
He is made of mud, from 99%. He likes the meat of babies.
People say terrifying stories.
He has three horns on his head which he uses to attack you.
His name is Muddy.

MY PET

by Adam Janek
My pet is a small white dog called Bambi.
She is a Maltese dog.
She has got lots of nice toys.
Her most favourite dog food is ROYAL CANIN.
She is happy and full of energy.
She likes walking.
I love her very much.
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Cat Miky and Cat Čičin
by Petra Tumpachová and Terka Březinová
We have two cats, their names are Miky and Čičin.
They are very different. Miky is shy and Čičin is
wild. They are friends. Miky is a British shorthair
cat and Čičin is a home cat. Miky is grey and Čičin
is tabby. Miky has orange eyes and Čičin’s eyes are
yellow.
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My friend, the magician
by Petra Tumpachová
His name is Mycrot Microsot. He lives in the
Buckingham Palace in London. He can turn me into
Sherlock Holmes and a pony. He has a pet, a winged
wolf. He’s my good friend.
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My best friend
by Sam Sedláček
My best friend is Michael Hoferek. He lives
close to me in a big white house with his younger
brother.
He is smart. He has got brown hair and brown
eyes. He’s almost as tall as me.
We irst met in the irst class when I was six. Every
morning we go to school together.
We have many things in common. We like
football, loorball and computer games. We play
football together, we play computer games
together and we Skype together. I’d like to go
to a secondary school together with him too.
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1st year

The lazy kingdom
by Adam Eliášek
A long time ago there was a very lazy kingdom. All people were
very lazy. They wanted to do nothing. Except one. Mr. Healthy Life.
He was interested in everything. He was very helpless and good.
But he isn’t important for this story. He did everything and other
people liked it because they didn’t have to do anything. The
happiest was the king. His name was Mr. Lazyman. He had three
sons: Loafer, Idler and Slob. They were the laziest in his kingdom.
One lazy day in the lazy kingdom the king called his sons. He said:
“I am old and I am going to die soon and the kingdom is going
to need a new king. The king will be the laziest of you.” Then they
said their stories. Loafer was very lazy - if he wanted to walk he
started sleeping. Idler was lazy too - if he sat on a chair he didn’t
want to stand up and the chair stack to him. And Slob was also lazy
- if he was burning he didn’t want to put the ire out so Mr. Healthy
Life had to save him. The king couldn’t choose and so he said:
“I will think about it until I die.” But he was too lazy to die and he
was the king forever.
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1st year

Science Fiction
by Adam Eliášek

Yesterday, when I was on my way to my judo training, I saw
a spaceship. In the spaceship were some green and very little aliens.
They didn’t speak my language so I didn’t understand them. They
took me into their spaceship and we lew to an army depot.
There they tested their illnesses on me. Luckily I was resistant
to their illnesses. So they wanted to kill me for their medicine. They
tied me to a chair and turned their murderous saw at me. I was very
scared and I thought it was the end of me. Suddenly, when the saw
was almost at my skin, a mysterious man lew into the spaceship
and he saved me from death. He was a superman. He killed all
the aliens except one with his laser eyes. The last one was their boss
and he was very important so the Superman couldn’t kill him.
He took me and the last alien to NASA. There were some famous
scientists. They put the alien into the cage and explored it. Then
they told me: “You’ve seen too much so we must clear your
memory.“ After that they put a strange helmet on me for vacuuming
my memory. They said: “It is for your own good,“ and started
the machine.
Then I woke up in my Physics lesson and shouted: “Aaarrrhhh!”
All my class was looking at me and the teacher was very angry. But
I was happy because it was just a scary dream.
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SPORT

by Lucka Maňáková

My favourite sport is riding a horse.
We ride in a team.
We practise one evening a week.
I also like swimming, I go swimming very often.

MAGICIAN
by Lucka Maňáková

As a magician.
I’d change myself into a black horse and people and children would sit
on my back.

SCIENCE-FICTION
by Lucka Maňáková

Last Geography Lesson I went to the toilet and I found a computer.
It was fantastic!
I pressed the green button.
And I watched!
When I finished flying, I was in a technical forest.
On the flowers there were small blue men.
By accident, I pressed the red button.
And I flew!
To the year 1458!
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1st year

The alien
by Marie Vlčková

In the evening I went to sleep and I had a dream.
In my dream I went outside and I met an alien. The alien was green
and he had blue eyes. After a while, he gave me a magic plan and said
to me: “Hi, my name is Kerhi and this is a magic plan. When you open
it, you can ind the other aliens. Wouldn’t you ly with me to our planet
to the other aliens?“ And I said YES.
After a while we lew to their planet...
On the planet there were a lot of aliens and they looked like Kerhi.
In about two hours I had to go back home.
I said it to Kerhi and Kerhi agreed.
In a moment we lew back to our planet. Then I was asleep.
But... I have a magic plan behind my bed so it wasn’t a dream.... it was
real!
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The magic sunglasses
by Lucka Trnková

The old lady gave me a pair of
sunglasses. I thanked her and
put them into my schoolbag.
I put them on my head.
And suddenly I saw people what
they are really like inside.

Change
by Lucka Trnková

As a magician, I’d change myself into
a dolphin. I would jump above the ocean.
I would guide tourists on the ocean.
They would sit on me.
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FLOWERS

by Mary Janek
An old lady gave me a magic lower. Then I heard these words,
“Tell the lower what you want to be and then smell it for a long
time.” I thanked her and put it in my bag. At home I said: “I want
to be a king”, and I smelled the lower. But nothing happened.
I smelled it again and closed my eyes. When I opened my eyes,
I saw the lower’s dead head. I was very angry.

EXTRATERRESTRIAL
by Mary Janek

Hello, I am Mary. I am 12 years old. One day, I was at home alone.
Some extraterrestrials arrived at our garden in their UFO. They got
off and went to our house. I was afraid of them so I hid under my
bed. They were looking for me. I could hear as they were going
upstairs. They went to my bedroom. They looked under the bed
and pulled me out. They crammed me into an iron box and put
it into their big spaceship. When my parents came home, they
could not ind me! They searched the kitchen, the living room,
my bedroom, the bathroom... but I was not there. They went out
to the garden and they saw a leaving spaceship...
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The Door
by Barbora Jasková
I went to our friend’s party with my best friend Jenny. It was boring, but we stayed.
After an hour and a half, a drunk girl started talking about some strange door.
She said that she wanted to go to the toilet, but we didn’t find out the ending
of her story, because the girl threw up on us. So, because we were curios and bored
we decided to find that strange door.
We went upstairs first, but we didn’t find anything. Just some sleeping people
in the room of the host’s brother. And some smoking or drinking people standing
in groups around.

Then we went downstairs. We searched the bathroom, kitchen, pantry and lot
of other doors, but we didn’t find that strange door.
But when we wanted to give up, we found a small door next to the kitchen. We opened
it, with an idea that we will just find some old small storage room there, but we saw
a big hall with some beautiful pictures all over it!!
But the strangest thing was that in the middle of the hall was A BIG EYE!!
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A science-iction story
by Marek Růžička

I’m Mark. I go to school and one day, our English teacher said:
“Write about SCI-FI”. I like SCI-FI and I wrote a lot about it, but
I didn’t manage to inish it so I took it home.
I was alone in our house. Suddenly, something landed in our garden
and it looked like the Sun. It was
making a lot of light and it was
enormous. I was afraid of it. It was
very strange so I hid under my bed
and hoped the little green men
would not go into my room. I was
holding a knife and I was scared
of them.
Then, about 10 minutes later, they
came to my room. They were
very small and because they were
so small, they saw me. At the irst
moment, they had a shock and they jumped away, but after
30 seconds, they came back because they wanted to look at me.
They were very funny and friendly. They said: “Don’t be afraid
of us, we are harmless.”
I was still afraid of them but I stood up and followed them. They
looked like normal people. They had a head, two legs and two
arms. They landed here in their big grey plate. I hid them away
from my parents in a cellar. They stayed here for two months and
I enjoyed the time with them, but they had to go home. They got
on their plate and I waved from the Earth to them. I didn’t say this
secret to anybody. I still remember them.
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1st year

My alien teacher
by Matyáš Pavlík

I thought my teacher was an alien but I didn’t know it. He was very
different from other teachers.
On Monday I went to school past his house. I saw him in the
bathroom with his green neck. He had a little green laser gun. He
shot me with it and I ran away. He started his car and he lew in it!!
I turned right to school. When I was at school, he lew to the sky. He
dropped an atom bomb onto our school and ‘’BOOOOOM!’’
After that I lew one hundred kilometres up to the sky and he caught
me. His car lew to the universe.
We landed in a mega battle space ship with too many canons. Two
strong green aliens caught me and escorted me to my prison cell.
After twenty minutes, my old alien teacher visited me. He said:
“Why did you go to school through my street?!’’And I said: “Ermm,
...I don’t know.’’
He was very angry and he put an aquarium on my head and kicked
me out of his ship and I lew back to the Earth.

Silly kingdoms
by Matyáš Pavlík

A long time ago in a very far away galaxy, there was an Aquarium
kingdom on an asteroid. In this aquarium kingdom there were some
very lazy monsters. They were ighting with the Snail kingdom. The
snail king said: “We must defeat the lazy monsters kingdom, or else
they will eat us!’’ So they were ighting and ighting but there was
no victory. They called Satan Claus and he said: “hugzut mugzut’’
and the monster kingdom exploded. After that he ate all the snails
on the asteroid.
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Zombies
by David Stan Hruška
When I ate cookies
I saw some zombies
Zombies are dangerous
but I am famous
I killed them
my name is Stan.

My story with Zombies
by David Stan Hruška
My name is Stan. One sunny day I was sitting in the kitchen and I was
eating cookies. My cookies were good but I saw some green people
in the window. But they weren’t people. They were zombies. I spat the
cookies out of my mouth and ran into the garden...
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Magician Paloloines
and

princess Fionannest
by Terka Mouchová

Once upon a time in London there was a castle.
The castle was very scary. There lived a magician. His
name was Paloloines. He was very cute, lovely and very,
very small.
Princess Fionannest went
to the castle. She was afraid
of scary castles. She told
to Paloloines her trouble.
Paloloines said to her: “You
must eat six pineapples
which I give to you“.
The princess went home
and she ate the six
pineapples. When she ate
them, her father, the king,
went to her room. He was
angry with her. He told her
that she would be fat after
eating six pineapples. But the princess didn’t listen to
him.
Next day she went to the castle. Paloloines told her:
“SHAZAM“ and the princess was the happiest person
on Earth.
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My time machine
and

my antioath
by Terka Mouchová

My name is Kate. Two years ago we had an English
lesson. We were writing sci-i stories. I wrote about
how to build a time machine and an antioath.
My teacher liked it very much.
At home I tried to build my time machine and
the antioath. It was very interesting. I tried if it could
ly to the future. Then I was in future. It worked!!!!
HURRAY!!!
I was in 3014. It was horrible. Everywhere were
ROBOTS. There were also some people. But they were
very, very fat because they didn’t work. Robots did
the work.
Suddenly, I went to the past with my time machine.
I was in 1560. Girls and women wore beautiful dresses
and umbrellas. Men wore handsome clothes. I went
to the king. He told me about his daughter’s curse.
I was scared. He said: “You must help my daughter.”
Well... . I went to the princess’s room. She was very
beautiful. I used my antioath. Suddenly, the princess
was the happiest person on Earth.
I was tired so I went home. I was very happy that I was
at home. But the morning was horrible... all the story
was a DREAM!!
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Cookies
by Martin Pekárek and Teo Sticzay

Cookies are cool because I love them. I bake them
every day.
I don’t do anything else. I make them with
chocolate. YES I’m a

Cookieman.
One day I ate them all. It was sad. I went to
the shop, they didn’t have any cookies there.
I killed myself.
Happy end
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Me and the witch
by Dominik Doksanský

Yesterday I fell asleep and I had a strange
dream. In my dream I was in a
on
a
. A long
connected
the
and a mysterious forest. I looked out
of the
and suddenly I saw a witch on a
lying
. A black
was sitting on
her shoulder. Then, to my surprise, the witch was by
my
. She was a young witch, she had a
nice
and a beautiful
. I invited
her inside and offered her a
. We were
going to sit on a
by the
and I
wanted to give her some
, but unfortunately
I woke up.
It was an interesting dream and I look forward to my
next one.
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The dog on the road
by Dominik Doksanský

It was 10 pm and I was late for the super party!
I got in my new car. I drove to the party. Suddenly,
a big white dog ran into the road. I saw it. I tried
to stop but unfortunately I lost control of my new
car and I hit an old oak tree. The dog was safe but
it ended in an animal shelter. I ended up in hospital
with a broken rib. I must buy a new car.
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Dream

by Iveta Janáčková

Yesterday I fell asleep and I had a dream.
In my dream I was on a
.
I was
because I found
my lost
. Then I went
home. I was watching
when
suddenly the postman rang. I received
a
from my aunt. She invited
me to her home in Paris. I travelled
by
. To my surprise, my
got lost. In my suitcase
there was an
, my pink
and my
. While
I was travelling, my
started
to cry became a black
lew to
her
Fortunately, it was just my
28
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Dog

by Iveta Janáčková

It was a dark night on Friday 13th 1939, 10 pm. I got in my super
fast car and went to a jazz party. It was raining hard and I couldn’t
see anything. After ten minutes my left light stopped shining.
Suddenly, I saw a small white dog. I tried to stop but I lost control
of my car and hit a tall tree…..

The broken mirror
by Iveta Janáčková

The mirror is a handy thing,
which relects your image.
When you look into it, you see everything.
When the mirror breaks, you never put it back together again.
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2nd year

Murder in the garden
by Míša Lendyel

I looked out of the window and a man was lying
on the grass cut into pieces. I’m a detective
so I started investigating. In the dustbin
I found a katana (old Japanese sword). I found
a ingerprint on it so I sent it to a laboratory.
After a week, I got the results. I couldn’t believe
it. It was Mrs Smith who killed him. The oldest
woman in the town!
She said she had done it. She said: “I love killing.“
I sent her to a madhouse.
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3rd year

The waterfall of nervousnes
by Ka ča Koppová

Peter felt nervous when the phone rang. He
wanted to answer the phone, but…
I must start in the morning, if you want to know
the whole story. Today, Peter was doing his high
school entry exam. All night he couldn’t fall
asleep. In the morning he had a headache. The
exam will be started in about one hour… “Started
now!“ the voice said and Peter started to write.
And then, the exam was over. Peter came home
and fell asleep…..
His mom was faster and she answered the phone
irst. “Congratulations! We will see you
in September!“ the man said.
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3rd year

Just a other ight
by Zuza a Bartůňková

You know how bad it is when lights in your house turn
down?
I was home alone. It
happened when I was
in the shower, for some
reason, all the electric
de ices tur ed of.
I was wet, grabbing
for the towel. I walked
downstairs to get a
candle. While I was trying
to light it, I burned my
hair. Awesome. Then
I went to the fuse box to
i d out hat as goi g
on. Nothing wrong there.
It had to be something in
the electric box outside.
I was walking in the darkness when I fell down over my
cat. Poor kity. Fi ally, I alked i to the deep ight outside.
I repaired the stuf there a d sa the house tur o . So e
laughter was coming down the street – it was my friends.
They saw me all wet in my pajamas. I felt embarrassed, but
I started to laugh ith the . Ater all, I ust ha e looked
funny.
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3rd year

The big chance
by Johanka Opravilová

Jacob felt nervous when the phone rang.
He lived in a small town in Pensylvania. All his family was
really poor, trying to make ends meet. Jacob was working
hard every day in the ields and he did not have any free
time to go out with his friends or even with some girl. Jacob
was a clever boy. On his birthday celebration, when he was
seventeen, his uncle Leonard promised to him that he would
study with him and teach him to read. Jacob was smart, he
learned quickly and remembered everything his uncle told
him.

Today he was twenty and he was waiting for a telephone call
which could change his life. He was waiting for the call from
Corner University. It is one of the best veterinary schools. If
he passed his exam, he would be a vet. It was a big chance
for him.
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3rd year

The story about a man
by Jakub Černý
One day before the sun rose, the man was sitting in front
of his cottage. Suddenly someone shouted, so the man
jumped. There was a woman; she was angry, fat and quite
old. She said “Why aren´t you working?” The man said
to himself: “Why me?” He slowly stood up and went
to the lumber mill, where he worked. At midnight, he was
coming home, tired, when he saw some light - maybe ten
metres in front of him.
Some unknown power was pushing him nearer to the light.
Then he saw an angel in the middle of the light. She said:
“Come with me and live happily until you die.” The man
thought: “It is a good idea, I will go with her.” And he
entered the light.
It is the end of the story… Maybe he is living happily
now, maybe he died, but probably it is only some fairytale
of the countryside, which was told to people by some
dreamers.
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A day on Malta
by Jakub Morávek
Once I went to Malta. The journey was horrible and I didn’t know
what I would do there because I don’t like summer and the sun.
When I arrived in my hotel, I was disappointed and I wasn’t sure
where I was. So I went to bed. In the morning I was woken up by
fresh air and the sun. I had a good breakfast and I decided to go
to the beach before it would be horribly hot.
I was amazed how nice Malta was. When I was on the beach
I sat on a rock and I was listening to the sounds of the sea. After
a few minutes it was boring so I walked to the end of the beach
and checked what there was. I saw something sparkling that was
in the sand. It was maybe forty meters ahead of me so I walked that
way. When I saw what it was, I was annoyed. It was just a bottle.
I wanted to kick it but something was inside. So I opened the bottle
and took it out. It was a letter, but it was written in Russian so
I couldn’t read it. I threw the bottle to a bin and put the paper into
my pocket. When I got to my room, I started to translate what
I found with the help of my notebook. When I inished I was
disappointed. It was something like: If you ind me, write an email
to me about where you found this bottle.
So this was my irst day on Malta.
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My Dog
by Kryštof Košťák
A long time ago, when I was a child, I was going to the kindergarten
where my mom put me because she wanted to work, not only take
care of me all the time.
The kindergarten was about ive minutes on foot from our house but
it stood a bit away from the village I lived in. You had to go through
a dark and (at night) scary forest. There were a lot of branches
and you had to make an effort to get through it. People told a lot
of legends and stories about the forest but I never believed them.
I always thought that the forest was a nice and friendly place so
I played there a lot.
In the kindergarten there were a lot of kids, mostly mean and rude
kids. I didn’t like it there because the kids were laughing at me that
I was not from the same village and that our family didn’t have as
much money as they did.
One day I woke up. I thought that it would be a day like any other
days, so I got up from my bed and went downstairs and then to the
kindergarten through the forest. I got there and everything was
going ine until lunch when Henry (the biggest and meanest kid)
got somehow angrier and more aggressive than normally. He started
to use me as a target for his compensations. He was laughing at me,
and then punched me. I started to run home. As I was running
through the forest, I heard some noise from behind the tree near the
road. I went there and found out there was a little dog. He was dirty
and probably wounded so I took him home. My mom was not happy
and she didn’t want me to keep him, but after some persuading, she
said that I could.
About 15 years later (by the way, he never really changed from
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the time I took him home), he started to act little bit nervously
and was more active than any time before. Once he was barking
and howling all night long. I let him out but he bit my leg and then
he pulled me out of the house. He got up on two legs and closed
the door. “Thank you!” said the dog, “Chris, our race chose you
as the best source of DNA and now it is time to give it to us. But
we need more than your hair or something like that, we need your
whole body, to create a new race of alien dogs.”
Then I saw some shadows behind him, probably it was his people.
They took me to some alien ship and destroyed the Earth. Then
I fell asleep. After some time I woke up. As I was looking down
at my feet and my legs, I jumped out of the “bed”. I had dog
paws! I didn’t know what it was but it scared the hell out of me.
The dog people dropped me off with some man-dog woman on
a planet. They told us to make a new nation of man-dog aliens.
At the moment I am the king of Dogia, the biggest country on our
planet. I am a dictator and an absolute emperor.
THE END
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A pointless story
by Martin Hašek

A random bus was late, but I didn’t care because
I didn’t want to catch the bus. I was laughing at people
who were mad cause of the late arrival. When
the bus inally arrived, I headed to a railway station
and I caught my train there. A few stations later,
I stepped out of the train, fell down on the ground
and smashed my face. Karma, I guess, but I was kind
of OK though. When I arrived home, I looked out
of the windows and saw an old lady. I waved at her, but
she didn’t wave back. I was really sad. Nothing could
make me happy except drugs. So I ate some LSD. Later
that day, a dog passed me. “Thank you,“ said the dog.
I got angry for no reason. I kicked the dog and never
saw it again. At least I was happy again.
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